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ing a telescope, it seems appropriate in this new
year to write about getting a new telescope up and
running. My thoughts on this subject are written
for the complete novice, but I hope more experi-
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of telescope and mounting, each with their own
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page, so will concentrate on a few issues that are
common to many. If it really is a new telescope,
tions. This may however be of not much help at
all, given the standard of technical writing and
translation often found. Frequently, one instruction manual is used by manufacturers to cover a
wide range of equipment, and often most of what
is written there proves to be irrelevant to the be❉✺✽
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The telescope needs to be unpacked and assembled; the optics then need to be uncovered for

declination axis, but a sector drive which, if the nut
is driven to the end of the
thread, becomes jammed-up
and requires tools to be freed
ground. Equatorial mounts
again. Indeed, I have rarely
can be quite a puzzle to beseen an EQ2 mount that has
not been put into this state by
torial mount (see picture)
a hapless operator. With this
needs to have its polar axis Finder in bracket – the better type, with poor system, you must aloriented north–south and two screws. David Arditti.
ways ensure the nut is somewhere near the middle of the thread before you
– to where the North Star, Polaris, would be if it start driving the scope.
Some refractors will not focus without the
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managed to get it together
correctly, the telescope on
its mounting needs to be
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Familiarise yourself with the operation of the
clamps for the axes and the controls that drive the
geared wheels (these may be hidden in casings),
turning the telescope slowly around said axes. Ensure that the telescope is balanced – so it does not
swing when the clamps are loosened – by mov-

the longest focal length eyepiece (the one with
the highest number of millimetres printed on the
side). The diagonal also makes the daytime view
less disorienting by putting the image upright,
although left and right will be reversed. Start by
trying to focus the telescope on a very distant terrestrial object, like a tree or chimney. That focus
point will be close to what you need for looking at
the Moon and stars – these will however be more
tricky, because they move.
-
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or mechanically-minded person – or photographer
– might well be able to help, even if they have no
experience of telescopes. The process of uncovering the lenses may not be as trivial as it sounds. I
have known the plastic caps on object glasses to be
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too easy to leave switched on, so the battery goes
jects through your telescope is ensuring, in the
daytime, that when you centre an object in the
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are not meant to. I recently helped a lady who was
struggling to remove the white plastic covers from
her eyepieces. These were supposed
ing them and, in the process, disassembling the eyepieces.
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adjustment is made with with two or three screws
around the back end of the bracket. When the
alignment is right, you need to leave them so that
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Right: Basic German equatorial
mount, adjusted to the right angle for London. David Arditti.
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ing it along its cradles or
the dovetail bar, and by
adjusting the position of
the counterweight on its
shaft. Do this balancing
with accessories like the
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ally, ensure you have the
screw stop on the end of
the counterweight shaft,
so the weight cannot
fall on your foot. Many
small, manual German
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talking the EQ2 grade
here) do not have a full
circular gearwheel on the
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low lens, ignore it.
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Moon, if it is up – failing that, try a planet or a
bright star. If all appears to have failed and you can
see nothing, do not despair. Try to get hold of some
astronomers through your local society, use the
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be able to help you to get your telescope revealing
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have enough patience. Or, if your telescope really
is useless, they will be able to advise on what to do
next. If you have bought it (as I advised) from a
proper telescope dealer, they will be willing to help
you in all circumstances – they have a reputation to
keep up in this small world of enthusiasts.
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